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Deuteron induced quasifree scattering and reactions have been extensively investigated in the past few decades
as well as 6Li, 3H, 3He, and 9Be induced reactions. This was done not only for the investigation of nuclear
structure and reaction mechanisms but also for important astrophysical applications (Trojan horse method). In
particular the widths of the spectator momentum distributions in several nuclei, which have been used as Trojan
horses, have been obtained as a function of the transferred momentum. Applications of Trojan horse method will
also be discussed because the momentum distribution of the spectator particle inside the nucleus is a important
input for this method. This gives hints on distortion effects at low energies important for nuclear astrophysics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of processes relevant for astrophysics involving
light nuclei has considerably increased in the past decades due
to the development of indirect methods trying to measure bare
nucleus cross sections at astrophysically relevant energies.
Among these methods we cite the Coulomb dissociation [1],
the asymptotic normalization coefficient (ANC) [2–5], and
the Trojan horse method (THM). The main features of this
latter method are extensively discussed elsewhere [6–11].
Basically the THM allows us to measure the bare-nucleus
two-body cross sections [or, equivalently, the bare-nucleus
astrophysical S(E) factors] by means of quasifree three-body
reactions. The method is therefore an extension of excitation
function measurements at energies above Coulomb barrier to
reactions of astrophysical interest that take place at ultra-low
energies [12,13]. In the standard THM the plane-wave impulse
approximation (PWIA) is used, where the triple differential
cross section for the Trojan horse (TH) reaction
A + x → s + c + C (1)
is factorized into two parts [see Eq. (3) below]. In such
an approach, the Fourier transform of the bound-state wave
function of the relative motion of the fragment s and particle x
in the TH nucleus a = (sx) can be eliminated by a simple
procedure allowing us to extract the half-off-energy-shell
(HOES) binary reaction cross section [see Eq. (3) below] that
can be related with the on-energy-shell (OES) astrophysical
factor. Nevertheless due to the presence of the other particles
the momentum distribution of the spectator s can be distorted
thus having an impact on the final result.
The present article aims to estimate the distortion of the
momentum distribution of the spectator s based on the exper-
imental data obtained in previous publications [7–33]. This
will be performed by comparing the momentum distribution
extracted in PWIA from experimental data with more elaborate
momentum distribution calculation.
This task was already fulfilled for the case of the α-d
clusters in 6Li. We have reanalyzed previous data from
different experiments and we have compared our results
with others present in literature. This study will also help
to evaluate the dependence of the THM astrophysical factor
on the full width at half maximum momentum (FWHM)
distribution, which might introduce additional uncertainties to
results obtained via this method. In Ref. [14] it was shown
that errors introduced in the THM due to the momentum
distribution uncertainties are much smaller than experimental
errors caused by other sources. The present article will also
help to point out the distortion effects that arise at low energies
in the study of three-body processes and will suggest some way
to bypass them in THM applications.
II. TROJAN HORSE METHOD
Due to the difficulties of direct measurements of cross
sections at astrophysical energies, alternative methods for
determining bare nucleus cross sections of interest are needed.
The THM is a unique and powerful tool that selects the
quasifree (QF) contribution of an appropriate three-body
reaction performed at energies well above the Coulomb barrier
to extract a charged particle two-body cross section.
The basic idea of the THM [34] is to extract the cross section
of an astrophysically relevant two-body reaction
A + x → c + C (2)
at low energies from a suitable three-body quasi-free reaction
in Eq. (1) (see Fig. 1). This is done with the help of direct
reactions theory assuming that the TH nucleus, a, has a
dominant cluster component (sx). In most applications (see
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FIG. 1. (a): Pole diagram describing the quasifree mechanism;
(b) the triangular diagram taking into account the final-state inter-
action as discussed in the text (a c − C exchange in this diagram is
equivalent).
Ref. [15] and references therein), this assumption is trivially
fulfilled, e.g., d = (pn). Particle s is then considered to be
spectator to the A + x → c + C reaction.
In the PWIA the cross section of the three-body reaction
can be factorized into two terms and is given by [35]
d3σ
dEcdcdC
∝ KF
(
dσ
d c.m.
)HOES
· |ϕ(psx)|2, (3)
where
(i) [(dσ/d)c.m.]HOES is the HOES differential cross sec-
tion for the two-body A(x, c)C reaction at the relative
A-x energy EAX given in postcollision prescription by
EAx = Ec−C − Q2b, (4)
Q2b is the two body Q value of the A + x → c + C
reaction and Ec−C is the relative energy between the
outgoing particles c and C,
(ii) KF is a kinematical factor containing the final-state
phase-space factor and it is a function of the masses,
momenta, and angles of the particles [7],
(iii) ϕ(psx) is the Fourier transform of the a = (sx) bound
state wave function ϕ(r),
ϕ(psx) = (2πh¯)−3/2
∫
e−ipsx·r/h¯ϕ(r)dr. (5)
and psx = mx ps−ms pxms+mx is the s − x relative momentum and
pi and mi are the momentum and mass of the particle i.
In the coordinate system, where a is at rest, psx = ps . If
|ϕ(psx)|2 is known and KF is calculated, it is possible to derive
[(dσ/d)c.m.]HOES from a measurement of d3σ/dEcdcdC
by using Eq. (3).(
dσ
d
)HOES
∝
(
d3σ
dEcdcdC
)
· [KF |ϕ(ps)|2]−1. (6)
In the experimental analysis the validity conditions of the
impulse approximation (IA) appear to be fulfilled. It is worth
noting that in the THM we are interested in the energy trend
of the HOES binary reaction cross section [(dσ/d)c.m.]HOES
rather than in its absolute value. The latter can be extracted
through normalization to the direct data available at higher
energies.
The success of THM relies on the quasifree kinematics
(ps ∼ 0 for nuclei in Table I), at which the TH conditions are
best fulfilled. There were numerous works on the application
of QF mechanism at low energies [19,24,32]. This simplified
TABLE I. Nuclei with cluster structure that can be used as
Trojan horse nuclei and their principal properties.
TH nucleus Binding energy
MeV
Clusters Orbital
momentum
d 2.225 p − n l = 0
t 6.257 n − d l = 0
3He 5.494 p − d l = 0
6Li 1.475 α-d l = 0
9Be 2.467 α-5He l = 0
approach based on the PWIA in the QF kinematics was
supported by the theory of the THM proposed by Baur ([34]),
whose basic idea is to extract an A + x → C + c two-body
reaction cross section at ultra-low energies from a suitable
A + a → C + c + s quasifree three-body reaction. Under
appropriate kinematical conditions, the three-body reaction
is considered as the decay of the “Trojan horse” a into the
clusters x and s and the interaction of A with x inside the
nuclear field, whereby the nucleus s can be considered as a
spectator during the reaction. Table I shows the TH nuclei
used in several experiments; we focused our attention on
nuclei with l = 0 momentum for the relative x-s motion. If the
bombarding energy EA is chosen high enough to overcome the
Coulomb barrier in the entrance channel of the reaction (2),
both Coulomb barrier and electron screening effects are
negligible.
In Ref. [34] it was proposed that the initial velocity of
the projectile A is compensated for by the Fermi motion of
particle x to obtain the binary cross section at astrophysical
energies. In this framework, a momentum of the order of
hundreds MeV/c could be needed. However, in the case
of a nuclei with a predominant l = 0 intercluster motion,
such momenta populate the high-momentum tail of the
momentum distribution for particle x, making very difficult
the separation of TH mechanism from eventual background
reaction mechanisms, like sequential decays feeding the same
exit channel.
However, one of us (C. Spitaleri) suggested a modification
of THM, making it workable by noting that the initial projectile
velocity can be compensated by the binding energy εsx of
the nucleus a [36]. It can easily be seen if we take into
account the energy-momentum conservation law for the virtual
decay a → x + s and binary subprocess A + x → c + C in
the TH reaction. Assuming that the TH reaction mechanism is
described by the pole diagram 1 a we get [15]
EAx = p
2
Ax
2 µAx
− p
2
sx
2µsx
− εsx. (7)
In the QF kinematics psx = 0 and Eq. (7) reduces to
EAx = mx
mx + mA EA − εsx. (8)
This equation explains why in the THM the binary reaction
can be induced at very low energies EAx . Even if the energy of
projectile A exceeds the Coulomb barrier in the initial A + a
channel of the TH reaction, due to the smallness of the mass
ratio factor mx
mx+mA and the presence of the −εsx , the relative
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energy of the fragments in the initial channel A + x of the
binary reaction (2) can be very low and even negative.
In this way it is possible to extract the two-body cross
section for a finite energy range from Eq. (9) after inserting
the appropriate penetration function Gl to account for the pen-
etrability effects affecting the direct data below the Coulomb
barrier [6,9]. The [(dσ/d)c.m.]HOES, extracted by means of
THM, can be compared with direct data via the following
equation:(
dσ
d
)
∝
(
d3σ
dEcdcdC
)
· [KF |ϕ(ps)|2]−1 · Gl, (9)
where we assume that only one orbital angular momentum
l in the subsystem A + x contributes to the TH reaction.
As shown above, because in the experimental works the IA
validity conditions are fulfilled, the PWIA was applied for
the extractions of the two-body cross section. The THM data
are not affected by electron screening effects. Therefore, by
comparing the S(E) factor extracted from the TH reaction with
the one obtained from direct measurements, we can determine
the screening potential Ue. Then, after normalization of the
indirect data to the direct ones, the comparison between the
two data sets can be performed down to the low-energy region.
III. MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS
A. Final-state interaction and momentum
distribution of the spectator
There are different tests of the validity of the THM. One
of the important tests is the comparison of the momentum
distribution of the spectator extracted from the TH data with
the momentum distribution of the spectator inside the TH
particle a. Agreement of both distributions would be a strong
indication of the validity of the impulse approximation used
in the THM. On the contrary, a possible deviation of two
distributions might indicate the onset of the interaction of the
spectator with the final-state fragments c and C of reaction (1).
Here we qualitatively discuss how the final-state interaction
(FSI) can distort the momentum distribution of the spectator.
Let us write down the amplitude of the TH process (1) in the
following simplified form leaving two variables only
f (ps, qt ) = f1(ps, qt ) + f2(ps, qt )
= f1(ps, qt )[1 + g(ps, qt )], (10)
g(ps, qt ) = f2(ps, qt )
f1(ps, qt )
, (11)
where f1(ps, qt ) is the amplitude of the pole diagram,
Fig. 1(a) and f2(ps, qt ) is the amplitude of the triangle
diagram, Fig. 1(b), which describes the FSI, and qt is the
transfer momentum from particle A to the system B = c + C
determined as the Galilean invariant transferred momentum
qt =
(
mB
mA
)1/2
pA −
(
mA
mB
)1/2
pB (12)
from the projectile A to the center-of-mass of the final system
B = C + c. Because qt is invariant we can easily derive the
expression for qt in the QF kinematics. In the system where
the TH particle a is at rest, pa = 0, in the QF kinematics also
ps = 0 and pB = pA. It reduces qt in the QF kinematics to
qQFt = mx
√
1
mA mB
pA (13)
or
q
QF
t = mx
√
2 EA
mB
. (14)
It is known that the FSI usually diminishes the cross sections,
hence f1(ps, qt ) and f2(ps, qt ) interfere destructively and
the correction term g(ps, qt ) (or its real part) is negative.
Consider first the behavior of f (ps, qt ) when ps varies at
fixed qt . It is known that the amplitude of the triangle diagram
varies more slowly than that of the pole one [37]. It is true
for skeleton diagrams, that is, for diagrams with constant
vertex parts [37]. Because the three-ray vertex part a → s + x
decreases sharply with ps increasing, it is even more true,
because in the triangle diagram this vertex is integrated. The
four-ray vertex parts describing 2 → 2 particles processes in
the diagram vary more slowly than the vertex part a → s + x.
Moreover, the upper four-ray vertex in Fig. 1(b) is integrated
and the lower four-ray vertex parts in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are
canceled out in the expression for g(ps, qt ) (if one neglects the
off-shell effects). Hence with increasing of ps the modulus of
g(ps, qt ) will increase and, due to the destructive interference,
the function 1 + g(ps, qt ) in Eq. (10) will decrease. As a
result, f (ps, qt ) will decrease more sharply than f1(ps, qt )
what may effectively be interpreted as the narrowing of the ps
distribution in a.
Consider now the behavior of f (ps, qt ) when qt varies
at fixed ps . If ps is constant, the pole amplitude f1(ps, qt )
entering the ratio g(ps, qt ) can be considered as a constant
[assuming that the lower four-ray vertices 2 → 2 particles
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are canceled out in the expression
for g(ps, qt )]. However, the triangle amplitude f2(ps, qt )
decreases with increasing of qt . It follows both from the
structure of the triangle diagram and from the known fact that
the role of the FSI diminishes when the energy increases (in
the QF kinematics the q2t ∝ EA). Thus f (ps, qt ) approaches
f1(ps, qt ) with increasing of qt and the distribution in ps
extracted from the TH reaction is expected to approach that
corresponding to the pure pole mechanism. In what follows
we will demonstrate it for different systems.
B. Experimental momentum distributions
The results of the work [38] have been recently updated
[14] because of the importance of weakly bound nuclei in
the framework of the THM and its application to the nuclear
astrophysics. Because the extraction of the bare-nucleus S(E)
factor uses the momentum distribution of the spectator cluster
inside the TH nucleus, it is important to evaluate the impact
of the uncertainty of the momentum distribution width on the
final result.
It has been shown [39] that the main features in the
shape of momentum distributions for spectator momenta
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smaller than 50 MeV/c, calculated in PWIA or distorted-wave
impulse approximation (DWIA), are essentially the same. The
PWIA has then been widely used because of its simplicity
and because it predicts reasonably well the shape of the
experimental momentum distribution in the region away from
its zeros [39]. Because in TH applications within the QF region
one generally selects events with low spectator momentum
(in the system where pa = 0), this approximation is well
justified.
The goal of this article is to compare the experimental
momentum distribution of the spectator in the bound state a =
(xs) extracted from the 2 → 3 particles (breakup or breakup
with rearrangement) reactions with the theoretical one. The
theoretical momentum distribution has been calculated for
the target a = (sx) using the Hulthen potential for a = d and
Woods-Saxon one with the standard geometrical parameters,
radius r0 = 1.25 fm and diffuseness a = 0.65 fm, for other
nuclei.
In previous works [14,38] it has been shown that the
full width at half maximum, W (qt ), for the α-d momentum
distribution in 6Li slowly increases with increasing mean
transferred momentum. We will extend this study to the
deuteron case as well as to other nuclides to determine at
what conditions the PWIA works. The PWIA is described by
the pole diagram Fig. 1(a). This is called the pole diagram
because it contains the Fourier transform of the bound-state
wave function of a = (sx), which can be written, when one
of the fragments is neutral, as ϕa(psx) = G(psx )p2sx+κ2sx , where κsx =√
2 · µεsx, εsx is the binding energy of the fragments x and s
in the bound state a = (sx) and µ is their reduced mass. Hence
it has a pole at p2sx = −κ2sx . Here G(psx) = 〈ei psx ·r|Vsx |ϕsx(r)〉
is the form factor that is regular at p2sx = −κ2sx . However, for
charged particles ϕa(psx) has a branching point rather than the
pole at p2sx = −κ2sx .
When the final-state interaction is important, what can
happen if, for example, the relative s − c kinetic energy Esc (or
EsC) is small, the diagram describing the process is shown in
Fig. 1(b). In this case one may expect the failure of the PWIA
and deviation of the experimental momentum distribution from
the theoretical one. In this article we compare the experimental
momentum distribution of the spectator with the theoretical
one at different projectile and ejectile energies and transfer
momenta to check whether the PWIA is adequate. We will
demonstrate that the applicability of the PWIA depends on
the kinematical conditions of the experiment and reaction
mechanism.
The standard procedure for the extraction of the momen-
tum distribution from the experimental data is described in
Ref. [11]. It follows from Eq. (3) that the PWIA allows us to
directly relate the three-body differential cross section to the
spectator momentum distribution |ϕ(ps)|2. KF can be easily
calculated. The energy behavior of ( dσ
d c.m.
)HOES, which is the
quantity one wants to obtain in TH applications, is generally
not known. To obtain the momentum distribution from
Eq. (3) the coincidence events in the ECc vs. ps plot (see
Fig. 2) in the TH experiment are chosen to cover a narrow
angular and energy range (∼50/100 keV). When projected
onto the ps axis, dσd
HOES
c.m.
for those events is nearly constant.
FIG. 2. Quasifree energy Eα 8Be as a function of the spectator
momentum ps for the 2H(11B,α8Be)n reaction. A narrow cut was
used for extraction of the momentum distribution as explained in the
text.
Then dividing the triple differential cross section by the
kinematical factor one obtains directly the shape of the
experimental momentum distribution in arbitrary units in
the PWIA.
C. 2H as ( p n)
The experimental results for the neutron-spectator mo-
mentum distribution as functions of ps obtained from the
2H(p,pp)n reaction at the projectile energy E0 = 5 MeV
(in the Lab system) [40] are shown in Fig. 3(a). In this
case a = d, s = n, x = p, A = p, and C = c = p. In the QF
kinematics (ps = 0) we select the events corresponding to
the kinetic energies of the ejectiles EC = 1.4 MeV and Ec =
1.37 MeV. The relative energies C − s and c − s are
≈0.7 MeV. The theoretical prediction of the spectator-
neutron momentum distribution has been obtained using the
Fourier transform of the Hulthen d = (pn) bound-state wave
function [12]:
ϕ(ps) = 1
π
√
ab(a + b)
(a − b)2
(
1
a2 + p2s
− 1
b2 + p2s
)
, (15)
with parameters a = 0.2317 fm−1 and b = 1.202 fm−1 [12]
for the deuteron ground state.
To determine the momentum distribution shown in
Fig. 3(a), which covers the interval ps  60 MeV/c, we
also select the events away from the QF kinematics keeping
qt ≈ 40 MeV/c. Because the experimental data were obtained
in arbitrary units in all the cases considered in the article we
normalized the experimental data to the theoretical momentum
distribution at ps = 0. One sees the PWIA is not satisfactory,
i.e., the final-state interactions p − n are not negligible due to
the small relative Epn energies.
In Fig. 3(b) similar results are shown for the neutron-
spectator momentum distribution from the 2H(11B,α8Be)n
reaction at the projectile A = 11B energy E0 = 27 MeV [11].
In this case a = d, s = n, x = p,C = 8Be, and c = α. In the
QF kinematics (ps = 0) the kinetic energies of the ejectiles
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FIG. 3. Experimental momentum distribu-
tion for the proton inside deuteron derived ac-
cording to the method explained in the text for the
2H(p,pp)n (a) and 2H(11Bα8Be)n (b) reactions.
The squared Hulthen function in momentum
space is superimposed to data.
are EC = 8.5 MeV and Ec = 25 MeV. The selected events
correspond to the relative energies ECs = 1 MeV and Ecs =
5 MeV. Despite the low relative energy ECs the experimental
momentum distribution agrees very well with the theoretical
one, i.e., the PWIA works quite well. The reason is presumably
in the reaction mechanism: the subreaction 11B(p,α)8Be
proceeds through the narrow resonance so, when it decays,
its products and neutron are well separated and distortion
of the neutron momentum distribution due to the final-state
interaction is diminished. The momentum distribution shown
in Fig. 3(b) covers the region ps < 100 MeV/c and correspond
to the events with the transfer momentum qt ≈ 210 MeV/c.
High transfer momenta confirm the result [14] that the PWIA
works better with increasing of the transfer momentum.
The experimental momentum distribution FWHM W (qt ),
extracted from several experiments, are reported together
with the transferred momentum calculation and references in
Table II. Moreover, other data were taken from literature
[16,17,41,42]. The complete data set is plotted in Fig. 4 as
a function of the transferred momentum, defined above.
Previous data extracted from several studies [16,17,41,42]
are presented as empty crosses while our recent results from
several different experiments and energies (see Table II) [8–
12] are shown as full dots. Also in this case it is evident
TABLE II. Transferred momentum for different reactions and
beam energies together with the measured width (FWHM) for
deuterium momentum distribution.
Reaction Ebeam
(MeV)
qt
(MeV/c)
W(qt )
(MeV/c)
Ref.
2H(p,pp)n 6 51 46 [40]
2H(p,pp)n 5 39 42 [40]
2H(t,tp)n 35.5 140 58 [23]
2H(6Li,α3He)n 25 230 57 [10]
2H(9Be,α6Li)n 22 190 54 [25]
2H(10B,α7Be)n 27 188 58 [26]
2H(11B,α80Be)n 27 210 60 [11]
2H(7Li,αα)n 20 194 55 [9]
2H(15N,α12C)n 60 273 56 [43]
2H(18O,α15N)n 54 301 58 [27]
how, at low qt , the Wt smoothly increases until the predicted
PWIA asymptotic value (around 60 MeV/c) is reached in the
region where qt is 200 MeV/c. These data strongly confirm the
behavior already discussed in Refs. [14,38] for the α-d case in
6Li and reported in Fig. 5.
This experimental behavior was fitted by using the follow-
ing empirical function, as in [14]:
W (qt ) = f0[1 − exp(−qt/q0)] (16)
and yields an asymptotic width value of f0 = 58 MeV/c and
q0 = 60 ± 12 MeV/c.
D. 6Li as (α d)
The experimental results for the α spectator momentum dis-
tribution as functions of ps obtained from the 6Li(6Li,αα)4He
reaction at the projectile energy E0 = 3.6 MeV are shown
in Fig. 6(a). In this case a = 6Li, s = α, x = d,A = 6Li,
and C = c = α. In the QF kinematics (ps = 0) the kinetic
energies of the ejectiles are EC = 14 MeV and Ec = 8 MeV.
The relative energies C − s and c − s are ≈7 and 4 MeV,
respectively. The theoretical prediction of the spectator mo-
mentum distribution has been obtained using the Woods-Saxon
potential with the standard geometrical parameters, as stated
above.
FIG. 4. Width (FWHM) for the momentum distribution of the
proton inside deuteron as a function of the transferred momentum qt .
Open symbols represent previous results by Refs. [16,17,41,42], full
dots are new data from different experiments reported in Table III.
The line represents an empirical fit described in the text.
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FIG. 5. Width (FWHM) for the momentum distribution of the
α particle inside 6Li as a function of the transferred momentum qt .
Data are taken from the case discussed in Ref. [14]. The line represents
an empirical fit described in the text.
The momentum distribution shown in Fig. 6 a covers the
interval ps < 60 MeV/c and corresponds to the events with
qt ≈ 250 MeV/c. As we can see the agreement with PWIA
is not satisfactory. In Fig. 6(b) similar results are shown
for the α-spectator momentum distribution from the same
reaction at the projectile energy E0 = 5.9 MeV [7]. In this
case a = 6Li, s = α, x = d, A = 6Li, and C = c = α. In the
QF kinematics (ps = 0) we select the events with the kinetic
energies of the ejectiles EC = 15 MeV and Ec = 12 MeV.
The relative energies are ECs = 7.5 MeV and Ecs = 6 MeV.
The experimental momentum distribution, which covers the
region ps < 80 MeV/c and corresponds to the events with
the transfer momentum qt = 280 MeV/c, agrees very well
with the theoretical one, i.e., the PWIA works quite well.
In this case higher transfer momenta confirm the result [14]
that the PWIA works better with increasing of the transfer
momentum.
Data from several experiments using the 6Li = (αd) cluster
structure were extracted. They are shown together with
the transferred momentum calculation and references in
Table III. All these data are reported extensively in
Refs. [14,38]. It is evident how, at low qt , the momentum
distribution full width, Wt , smoothly increases until the
TABLE III. Transferred momentum for different reactions and
beam energies together with the measured width (FWHM) for 6Li
momentum distribution.
Reaction Ebeam
(MeV)
q
(MeV/c)
W(qt )
(MeV/c)
Ref.
6Li(6Li,αα)4He 2.1 225 49 ± 5
2.7 236 43 ± 4
2.7 240 53 ± 4
3.6 256 40 ± 5 [24]
4.7 241 45 ± 5 [24]
5.7 253 49 ± 5 [24]
5.9 270 61 ± 5 [7]
6.7 241 63 ± 5 [24]
44 400 72 ± 15
3He(6Li,pα)4He 5 460 40 ± 3 [28]
6 508 55 ± 3 [28]
predicted PWIA asymptotic value (around 73 MeV/c) is
reached in the region where qt is large. These data strongly
confirm the behavior already discussed in Ref. [38] and are
reported in Fig. 5. This experimental behavior was fitted using
Eq. (16) with f0 = 73 MeV/c and q0 = 120 ± 14 MeV/c.
E. 3He as ( pd)
The experimental results for the proton spectator mo-
mentum distribution as functions of ps obtained from the
2H(3He,p3H)H reaction at the projectile energy E0 = 17 MeV
are shown in Fig. 7(a). In this case a = 3He, s = p, x =
d, A = 2H, C = 3H, and c = p. In the QF kinematics (ps =
0) the selected kinetic energies of the ejectiles are EC =
4 MeV and Ec = 7.5 MeV. The relative energies C − s and
c − s are ≈3.5 and 1 MeV, respectively. The theoretical
prediction of the spectator momentum distribution has been
obtained using the Woods-Saxon potential with the standard
geometrical parameters, as in the previous case.
The momentum distribution shown in Fig. 7, which covers
the interval ps < 50 MeV/c and corresponds to the trans-
fer momentum qt ≈ 120 MeV/c, demonstrates a complete
failure of the PWIA. In Fig. 7(b) similar results are shown
FIG. 6. Experimental momentum distribu-
tion for d inside 6Li for the 6Li(6Li,αα)4He
reaction at 3.6 (a) and 5.9 MeV (b). Dashed line
is the theoretical one discussed in the text.
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FIG. 7. Experimental momentum distribu-
tion for p in 3He for the 2H(3He,p3He)n reaction
at 17 MeV (a) and the 3He(p,pd)H at 100 MeV
(b). Line is the theoretical prediction discussed
in the text.
for the proton-spectator momentum distribution from the
3He(p,pd)H reaction at the projectile energy E0 = 100 MeV
[21]. The selected events correspond to the transfer momentum
qt ≈ 375 MeV/c and cover the interval ps  80 MeV/c. In this
case a = 3He, s = p, x = d, A = p,C = d, and c = p. In
the QF kinematics (ps = 0) the selected kinetic energies of the
ejectiles EC = 47 MeV and Ec = 47.5 MeV are significantly
higher than those in the previous case. The relative energies
ECs ≈ 16 MeV and Ecs ≈ 24 MeV are also higher. The
experimental momentum distribution agrees very well with the
theoretical one, i.e., the PWIA works quite well, confirming
the result [14] that the PWIA works better with increasing of
the transfer momentum.
Data from several experiments using the 3He = (pd)
cluster structure were extracted and are shown together
with the transferred momentum calculation and references in
Table IV. Also in this case it is evident that Wt smoothly
increases with qt until the predicted PWIA asymptotic value
(around 110 MeV/c) is reached but at a significantly higher
value of qt ≈ 500 − 600 MeV/c (see Fig. 8) than what can be
explained by the higher κsx compared to the previous cases (see
Table V). This experimental behavior was fitted using
Eq. (16) with f0 = 110 MeV/c and q0 = 270 ± 20 MeV/c.
TABLE IV. Transferred momentum for different reactions and
beam energies together with the measured width (FWHM) for 3He.
Reaction Ebeam
(MeV)
qt (MeV/c) W(qt )
(MeV/c)
Ref.
7Li(3He,αα)2H 11 115 56 ± 8 [19]
3He(d,pt)H 17 120 40 ± 8
3He(d,p3He)n 18 145 38 ± 9
7Li(3He,αα)2H 12 160 55 ± 8 [19]
3He(d,pt)H 35 200 61 ± 10 [20]
7Li(3He,αα)2H 33 260 70 ± 8 [45]
3He(d,pt)H 52 230 60 [20]
3He(p,pd)H 65 130 73 [21]
3He(p,pd)H 85 340 78 [21]
3He(p,pd)H 100 375 86 [21]
3He(p,pd)H 590 582 110 [22]
F. 9Be as (α 5He)
The experimental results for the 5He spectator mo-
mentum distribution as functions of ps obtained from
the 9Be(p,pα)5He reaction at the projectile energy E0 =
47 MeV [44] are shown in Fig. 9(a). In this case a = 9Be, s =
5He, x = α, A = p,C = α, and c = p. In the QF kinematics
the selected kinetic energies of the ejectiles are EC = 11 MeV
and Ec = 40 MeV. The relative energies C − s and c − s are
≈5 and 30 MeV, respectively. The theoretical prediction of
the spectator momentum distribution has been obtained using
the Woods-Saxon potential with the standard geometrical
parameters, as in previous cases.
The experimental momentum distribution obtained from
the events corresponding to the transfer momentum qt =
470 MeV/c. As we can see the agreement with PWIA is not
satisfactory. It is worth mentioning that we observed a similar
failure of the PWIA in the case of the 6Li(6Li,α α)4He at
E0 = 3.6 MeV, where the relative energy Eα−α = 5 MeV was
kind of the border for PWIA to be applicable.
In Fig. 9(b) similar results are shown for the spectator
momentum distribution from the 9Be(7Li, 7Liα)5He reaction at
the projectile energy E0 = 52 MeV [33]. The selected events
correspond to the transfer momentum qt ≈ 650 MeV/c. In
this case a = 9Be, s = 5He, x = α, A = 7Li, C = 7Li, and
c = α. In the QF kinematics the selected kinetic energies of
the ejectiles are EC = 25 MeV and Ec = 25 MeV. The relative
energies are ECs ≈ 13.5 MeV and Ecs ≈ 10 MeV. We can see
that for the case under consideration the PWIA works quite
well.
Data from several experiments using the 9Be = (α5He)
cluster structure were extracted and are shown together with
TABLE V. Parameters obtained for Eq. (16).
Nucleus κsx (MeV/c) q0 (MeV/c) f0 (MeV/c)
2H 45.8 60 ± 12 58
6Li 60.5 120 ± 14 73
3He 82.5 270 ± 20 110
3H 88 350 ± 35 110
9Be 99.7 405 ± 30 115
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FIG. 8. Width (FWHM) for the momentum distribution of the p
inside 3He as a function of the transferred momentum qt . The solid
line represents an empirical fit described in the text.
FIG. 9. Experimental momentum distribution for 4He in 9Be for
the 9Be(p,pα)5He reaction at 47 MeV (a) and the 9Be(7Li, 7Liα)5He
at 52 MeV (b). The solid line is the theoretical prediction as discussed
in the text.
FIG. 10. Width (FWHM) of the momentum distribution of the α
inside 9Be as a function of the transferred momentum qt . The line
represents an empirical fit described in the text.
FIG. 11. Experimental momentum distribution for 2H in 3H for
the 3H(3He, d3He)n reaction at 65 MeV (a) and 3H(3He,pt)2H
reaction at 78 MeV as reported in Ref. [46] (b). The square of the
wave function in the momentum space (Hulthen function) [47] is
shown as a solid line.
FIG. 12. Width (FWHM) of the momentum distribution of the
d inside 3H as a function of the transferred momentum qt . The line
represents an empirical fit described in the text.
FIG. 13. Correlation between q0 and κsx as discussed in the text.
A linear regression is superimposed to the experimental points.
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TABLE VI. Transferred momentum for different reactions and
beam energies together with the measured width (FWHM) for 9Be.
Reaction Ebeam
(MeV)
qt
(MeV/c)
W(qt )
(MeV/c)
Ref.
9Be(p,pα)5He 47 470 89 ± 10 [44]
9Be(p,pα)5He 55 655 82 ± 20 [29]
9Be(p,pα)5He 57 580 85 ± 10 [48]
9Be(3He,αα)4He 4 470 78 ± 10 [18,31]
9Be(3He,αα)4He 2.8 635 90 ± 10 [30]
9Be(p, dα)4He 30 640 80 ± 10 [31]
9Be(3He,αα)4He 3 655 80 ± 10 [32]
9Be(p,pα)5He 160 920 100 ± 15 [44]
9Be(7Li,7Liα)5He 52 650 100 ± 10 [33]
9Be(α,αα)5He 140 1110 106 ± 10 [49]
the transferred momentum calculation and references in
Table VI. They all are plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of
the transferred momentum defined above. The plateau in Wt
is reached in the region qt  1000 MeV/c. This experimental
behavior was fitted using Eq. (16) with f0 = 115 MeV/c and
q0 = 405 ± 30 MeV/c.
G. 3H as (nd)
Data studying the momentum distribution of 3H are quite
scarce and the data sets available for the analysis are quite few.
The experimental results for the spectator momentum distri-
bution as functions of ps obtained from the 3H(3He, d3He)n
reaction at the projectile energy E0 = 65 MeV [46] are shown
in Fig. 11(a). The selected events correspond to the transferred
momentum qt = 396 MeV/c. In this case a = 3H, s = n, x =
d, A = 3He, C = d, and c = 3He. In the QF kinematics
(ps = 0) the selected kinetic energies of the ejectiles are
EC = 27 MeV and Ec = 30 MeV. The relative energies C − s
and c − s are ≈9 and 7.5 MeV, respectively. The theoretical
prediction of the spectator-neutron momentum distribution
has been obtained using the square of the wave function in
momentum space [47]. As we can see the agreement with the
PWIA is not satisfactory.
In Fig. 11(b) similar results are shown for the deuteron
spectator momentum distribution from the 3H(3He,pt)2H
reaction at the projectile energy E0 = 78 MeV [45]. The
selected events correspond to the transfer momentum qt ≈
550 MeV/c. We note that the peak is not centered, as
in the other examined cases, at ps = 0, what can be the
result of experimental uncertainties. In this case a = 3H, s =
d, x = n, A = 3He, C = t , and c = p. In the QF kinematics
(ps = 0) the selected kinetic energies of the ejectiles are
EC = 37 MeV and Ec = 35 MeV. The relative energies are
ECs ≈ 13.8 MeV and Ecs ≈ 23.5 MeV. The experimental
momentum distribution agrees reasonably with the theoretical
one, i.e., the PWIA works quite well.
In the case of the triton the correlation between the
transferred momentum and the width of the momentum
distribution yields similar results as for other light nuclei
examined above. Data are shown in Table VII and are plotted
in Fig. 12. The same function adopted for the other cases is
TABLE VII. Transferred momentum for different reactions and
beam energies together with the measured width (FWHM) for 3H.
Reaction Ebeam
(MeV)
qt (MeV/c) W(qt )
(MeV/c)
Ref.
3H(3He, d3He)n 65 645 95 [46]
3H(3He,p3He)2n 65 600 98 [46]
3H(3He, dd)2H 78 533 87 [46]
3H(3He,pt)2H 78 790 103 [46]
3H(3He, dd)2H 50 425 82 [50]
3H(d, dd)n 35 380 78 [50]
3H(3He, dd)2H 65 390 76 [46]
3H(p, 2p)2n 45.6 260 61 [51]
3H(p,pd)n 45.6 330 75 [51]
used for the tritium case. In this case q0 = 350 ± 35 MeV/c
and f0 = 110 MeV/c.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
What seems clear from this analysis is that as far as the
energies of the ejectiles are large enough the momentum
distribution of the spectator extracted from the experimental
data using the PWIA agrees with the theoretical prediction
calculated using the Fourier transform of the bound-state
wave function of the Trojan horse nucleus. We found
that the deviation of the theoretical momentum distributions
from the experimental ones is correlated with the transfer
momentum from the projectile to the ejectiles. When the
average transferred momentum is large compared to κsx the
experimental FWHM reaches the theoretical one [the plateau
is reached at qt ∼ (5 − 6)κsx] (see Table V). Thus at higher
relative C − s and c − s kinetic energies and higher qt the
final-state ejectile-spectator effects are negligible and the
reaction is an “ideal” quasifree reaction. But as soon as
the relative C − s and c − s kinetic energies decreases or
the transferred momentum become comparable with κsx the
momentum distribution shape changes and its width becomes
smaller. This behavior appears for all the examined nuclei,
2H, 3He,6Li, 3H, and 9Be. The application of the THM to these
cases should take into account these distortions by adopting
the “distorted” FWHM extracted from the experimental data
instead of the theoretical one. This shows even more clearly
that the distortions are stronger with decreasing ECs, Ecs , or
qt and could be parameterized by Eq. (16). Moreover, the onset
of these effects depends on the examined nucleus. If we plot
q0 as a function of κsx , a linear behavior is found (see Fig. 13).
A linear fit is performed and a linear regression gives:
q0 = −239.16 + 6.3κsx. (17)
According to the present results this trend is confirmed at least
for the examined nuclei (all with l = 0 intercluster motion).
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